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HURRICANE NEWS 

Rebuild or relocate? Hurricane Ian survivors lean 
toward staying 

By David Lyons 
South Florida Sun-Sentinel - Oct 09, 2022  

 
Hurricane Ian gave southwest Floridians plenty of reasons to leave: It killed at least 115 people, 
crushed countless homes and businesses, turned area waterways into toxic soups and caused 
atleast $50 to $65 billion in damages. 
 
But as residents and business owners assess the devastation and reach for insurance policies 
that may or may not cover all of their losses, there appears to be an emerging consensus for 
rebuilding, and not relocating to areas perceived to be less vulnerable to catastrophic storms. 

It is a mindset, analysts say, driven by a long-standing affinity for Gulf Coast living, a strong resolve 
among public and private sector interests, and a growing tolerance of devastating hurricanes as 
life disruptors. 

“We have already been contacted by numerous clients and potential clients,” said Oscar Rivera, 
managing shareholder of the Siegfried Rivera law firm in Miami, which represents condominium 
owners, associations and commercial real estate investors. “Everyone we have spoken to is 
committed to rebuilding.” 

But age could become a major factor among older residents, said Wayne Brackin, CEO of Miami-
based KIDZ Medical Services, which reopened a hospital near Naples shortly after the storm. 
During Andrew, he headed Homestead Hospital. 

“I observed after Andrew that there was a certain point where people were doing a self-
assessment, saying how many years do I have on this planet?” he said. “If you are a guy in his 60s 



 

 

and you are looking optimistically about the ‘my life expectancy is another`10 years, ’am I going 
to spend half of it trying to rebuild this place?” 

The lengthy time it might take to rebuild might also cause exhaustion and “some kind of post-
traumatic stress” if the process exceeds a year. 

“People will steadily leave over two years,” Brackin said. “I’ve seen it with hospital employees.” 

“When you’re looking out and the place still looks torn up and there’s no movie theater and there 
is nothing to do except go to work every day, you can only take that for long.” 

 
Destruction caused by Hurricane Ian in Fort Myers Beach is viewed from the air on Oct. 1, 2022. The task 
of rebuilding obliterated towns and repairing destroyed roads and power grids will require huge infusions 
of federal money and long-term cooperation between a Democratic White House and a Republican 
governor. (Johnny Milano/The New York Times. 

And Tony Argiz, senior managing partner at BDO Miami, a financial advisory firm, surmised that 
the federal government might conclude that flood-damaged coastal areas are too costly for 
insurance to replace. 

“They might not want people to rebuild right on the shoreline,” he said. 



 

 

Plunging ahead 

Still, in public statements released last week, resort owners with large investments in the Fort 
Myers and Sanibel areas pledged to rebuild. TPI Hospitality, a Minnesota-based hotel and resort 
developer and operator, was in the midst of building its Margaritaville Beach Resort Fort Myers 
Beach when Ian struck.. 

“Our top priority at Margaritaville is the safety of our community and team, and joining our 
neighbors in the rebuilding of Fort Myers Beaches & Area,” the company said. “At this time, we 
are working with our partners and local authorities to assess the impact on our development. We 
are committed to being part of the recovery of this beautiful destination.” 

And there was this from the Sanibel Moorings Condominium Resort, which said in a social media 
post that it was working to locate and assist its staff “so that we can begin the recovery process.” 

“Sanibel Moorings will always be paradise and we can’t wait to get back to business!” the 
company said. 

But damage assessments are going to take a considerable amount of time. 

Allegiant Travel Co., the parent of Allegiant Air, said Friday its Sunseeker resort north of Fort 
Myers pushed back its opening from next May of next year to September 2023, according to The 
Associated Press. 

The Las Vegas-based company said the extent of damage is unknown as is the availability of 
construction resources, according to a regulatory filing. But it appears the damage was limited 
by a seawall the company built along Charlotte Harbor and by the 16-foot height of structures 
above the high-tide line. 

Greg Main-Baillie, executive managing director for the Florida Development Services Group at 
Colliers, the real estate services firm, suggested home and business owners are naturally inclined 
to want to rehabilitate their damaged properties. 

“The human resolve is always wanting to rebuild and remain at home and not necessarily run 
away from your investment,” he said. “The Keys is probably the perfect example of that. It’s 
probably had more direct hits than any part of the U.S. land mass. There will be a rebuild on the 
west coast. I’ve been here since 1996 and I’m fully aware of the risks and dangers of hurricanes.” 



 

 

But others see dangers in maintaining a cycle of rebuilding after storms struck down communities 
in vulnerable areas including islands such as Sanibel, Captiva and Fort Myers Beach, which bore 
the brunt of Ian’s storm surge. 

 
An aerial picture taken on Sept. 30 shows the collapsed Sanibel Causeway in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Ian. (Photo by RICARDO ARDUENGO/AFP via Getty Images) (Ricardo Arduengo/Getty-AFP) 

A ‘universal problem’ 

“We are following a path that is very dangerous,” said Dr. Maria D. Ilcheva, assistant director of 
planning and operations at the Jorge M. Perez Center Metropolitan Center at Florida 
International University. “We keep rebuilding in these vulnerable areas. It’s a universal problem 
within the United States.” 

An annual hurricane preparedness and mitigation survey she oversaw for the center found that 
49% of those polled in the state’s coastal counties “feel somewhat or extremely vulnerable” to 
damage from a hurricane, related tornado or flooding. 

Slightly more than half or 51% of the respondents believe that the state government should 
establish legislative authority “to better regulate development.” And 54% are willing to accept 



 

 

tax increases of one form or another to help fund storm mitigation measures, a result that was 
up from 46% in 2021. 

“Ultimately people have to understand what the risks are,” Ilcheva said. “Let’s pull back from 
these coastal areas.” 

She said “many other communities outside Florida and outside the United States” are considering 
pulling back from their coasts to inland areas. 

Community resolve 

But many storm-stricken residents want to return to their coastal homes. 

State and federal agencies have labored to make that possible. They started planning for Ian by 
pre-positioning massive amounts of supplies and several thousand first responders before the 
storm hit. 

The effort was a marked contrast to the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew, which flattened much 
of South Dade County in 1992. 

Nearly a week after Andrew hit, an angry Kate Hale, the county emergency director, demanded: 
“Where the hell is the cavalry on this one? We need food, we need water, we need people.” 

If they didn’t arrive soon, she warned, “”we are going to have more casualties.” 

Community leaders started a “We Will Rebuild” campaign that helped jump-start the region’s 
recovery. But it has taken years for the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the state’s 
emergency response apparatus to refine their operations. 

Post-Ian, state and federal officials have made sure to publicly chronicle their efforts. Gov. Ron 
DeSantis toured affected areas, delivered multiple news conferences and worked in concert with 
the Biden Administration to ensure the needs are met for thousands of people hit by a storm that 
dwarfed Andrew in size and scope. 



 

 

 
President Joe Biden talks with people impacted by Hurricane Ian as he tours the Fort Myers Beach area on 
Wednesday that was impacted by the ferocious storm a week earlier. Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis walks by 
at right. Storm survivors, many of whom want to rebuild, are pushing for more federal aid despite pre-
storm efforts to make rescuers and supplies available ahead of time. (Evan Vucci/AP) (Evan Vucci/AP) 

Through the middle of last week a state disaster fund raised more than $35 million from Florida’s 
more than 70 companies and foundations in the private sector. 

After Ian struck, unknown numbers of southwest Florida residents traveled to South Florida 
hotels, Airbnbs and RV parks to give themselves a temporary refuge. Airbnb acknowledged their 
presence but declined to disclose any numbers. 

One day before Ian struck, the AC Hotel by Marriott Fort Lauderdale Beach said it saw a 60% 
increase in occupancy “and completely sold out of all available rooms.” Many guests brought 
their pets, which were accepted by the pet-friendly hotel. 

An RV park near Lake Worth was filled with evacuees, with some planning to return to their 
hometowns. But those plans were filled with uncertainty without knowledge about damage and 
the ability to reclaim their homes. 



 

 

Their ability to replace and/or fix their homes will depend on their insurance policies. Was the 
home destroyed by wind or rain? Do they have coverages that apply to both events? Or only one 
of them? 

And with the wide destruction of homes, the prices of buying available new ones will also climb 
in an area that was already at the top of its pricing cycle, according to Ken Johnson, a real estate 
economist at Florida Atlantic University. 

“We were at the peak of the current housing cycle and this [storm] is thrown on top of it,” he 
said. “I just don’t see Fort Myers prices coming down.” 

“This strike is going to help buoy prices up beyond where they otherwise would have been,” he 
added. “It’s exacerbating the inventory problem they have.” 

Nonetheless, the uncertainties raised by the storm do not appear to have abated the appetite 
for out-of-state companies seeking to relocate to Florida. 

“The demand in Florida is still so strong despite the challenges of affordability and 
infrastructure,” said John Boyd of The Boyd Company Inc., a Boca Raton relocation advisory firm. 
“People still want to live and work in Florida by every measure.” 

On Tuesday, a two-day conference for early stage companies in search of investments will 
proceed as planned in Tampa. 

In interviews, two entrepreneurs were split on the state’s response to the storm. 

Michael Dillhyon, a biotech entrepreneur in Sarasota, relocated to Florida from California and 
credits his old state with doing a better job than Florida of communicating disaster plans and 
other information. He said both Sarasota County and Florida could have done a better job with 
Ian. 

As the storm approached, he learned of a boil water order from a local gas station, not from 
authorities. As of Wednesday he still didn’t have internet service at his home. 

“I was floored,” Dillhyon said. “It is something that absolutely will affect the perception of 
businesses either relocating to Florida or those newly relocated to Florida.” 



 

 

Roger O’Neill, who is developing a drone mapping firm in Winer Haven called Overhead 
Intelligence, also relocated to Florida from California and calls the Sunshine State a more efficient 
place to do business. 

He prefers his inland location to the coasts and cities like Miami, which he likens to Los Angeles. 

“As a Floridian I feel like there is a lot of excessive noise about these hurricanes,” O’Neill said, 
noting Ian was his seventh. “Being in Central Florida you have de-risked yourself from a hurricane 
perspective.” 

In South Florida, the Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance and the Business Development Board of 
Palm Beach County both said they had not received any inquiries from Gulf Coast companies 
seeking to abate their storm risk by moving to Florida’s east side. 

“I think it is a little too early to make that decision and second, I think the west coast businesses 
know that we have hurricanes, too,” said Kelly Smallridge, the CEO and president of the Palm 
Beach County board. “My guess would be that any business looking to move would pick an inland 
location outside of Florida before they would pick Palm Beach County.” 

Living with the risk 

“I think that people come here with knowledge of the risks,” said Rivera, the Miami condo 
association attorney. “People come here with an expectation of a better lifestyle, a lower cost of 
living from a tax perspective, and the quality of life here drives that in spite of the risk. Is it a risk? 
Yes. Is it a risk that happens every year? No. I don’t think people are going to give it such a high 
risk value for someone not to come here.” 

Johnson, the FAU real estate economist, noted that severe storms can strike anywhere at any 
time in a state bordered by water on three sides. 

“I think most of us in Florida realize this is a possibility no matter where we live in Florida,” he 
said. “There is no place to go far enough inland that we can get out of the way of a hurricane, 
and we’ve learned to live with that.” 

Information from The Associated Press was used in this report. 


